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Abstract
In this study, forced convection heat transfer of non-Newtonian nanofluids in a
horizontal tube with constant wall temperature under turbulent flow conditions was
investigated using computational fluid dynamics tools. For this purpose, non-Newtonian
nanofluids containing three types of nanoparticles (Al2O3, TiO2 and CuO) with
carboxymethylcellulose aqueous solution as a liquid single phase with three average
particle sizes of 10, 25 and 40 nm nanofluids were investigated. Effects of nanoparticle
type and Peclet number on the convective heat transfer coefficient were investigated in
fully turbulent region of a horizontal tube. A correlated equation was obtained for
Nusselt number using the dimensionless numbers by applying the simulation results.
Results showed that the correlated data were in very good agreement with the
experimental ones obtained from the literature. The maximum error was 12%.
Keywords: Nanofluid, Non-Newtonian, Turbulent, Convective Heat Transfer, CFD.

1.Introduction∗
A fluid with high heat transfer ability has
many applications in cooling systems,
aerospace industries, electronics and thermal
equipment design [1, 2]. Low thermal
conductivity of conventional heat transfer
fluids is one of the main limitations in the
improvement of heat transfer equipment
performance [3, 4].
The thermal conductivity of most solids is
much higher than conventional heat transfer
fluids. Therefore, solid particles addition into
fluids leads to thermal conductivity
enhancement of the fluid. Maxwell showed
the possibility of thermal conductivity
enhancement of a fluid–solid mixture by
∗Corresponding author: moraveji@aut.ac.ir
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higher volume fraction of solid particles [3].
Choi showed that a nanoparticle suspension
had higher effective thermal conductivity
compared with the base liquid [5]. In fact, the
nanofluids provided more uniform and stable
suspensions of metallic and/or non-metallic
nanoparticles [1, 6].
The nanofluids can be classified on the basis
of
nanoparticle
materials.
Metallic
nanoparticles such as Cu and Fe are the first
type of materials. The second type and
common materials are metal oxide
nanoparticles such as Al2O3 and CuO. The
third type is carbon nanotubes (CNTs)[7].
Xuan and Li carried out an experimental
study on the convection heat transfer and
friction coefficient of nanofluid in laminar
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and turrbulent flow
ws [8, 9]. Their finddings
indicateed that the flow velocity and vollume
fractionn of nanoparticles afffected the heat
transferr and frictionn coefficiennts.
Teng ett al. studiedd the effect of particle size,
temperaature, and weight frraction on the
thermal conductiivity ratioo of alum
mina
(Al2O3)/water
n
nanofluids
[10].
T
They
measureed the thhermal coonductivity of
nanofluuids with different particle sizes,
weight fractions,
f
annd working temperaturres.
Fotukiaan et al. exxperimentally studiedd the
convecttive heat transfer
t
peerformance and
pressuree drop off very diluute CuO/w
water
nanofluuid flowingg through a circular tube
under tuurbulent flow [6]. Their measurem
ments
showedd that addittion of sm
mall amountts of
nano-sizzed CuO particles
p
intto a base fluid
f
considerably
inccreased
heat
trannsfer
coefficient.
Kamali et al. studied a numeerical
investiggation of heat
h
transfeer enhancem
ment
using caarbon nanottube-based non-Newtoonian
nanofluuids through a straigght tube under
u
laminarr flow annd constaant heat flux
conditioons [7]. Theeir results showed
s
thatt the
numericcal methodd coupled with the nonn
Newtonnian model is capable of
o modelingg the
action of
o CNT nanoofluid.
In the present
p
stuudy, the forrced convecctive

heat
h
transfeer in the developed region off
horizontal
h
c
circular
tubee flow contaaining non-Newtonian
N
nanofluid with con
nstant walll
temperature under turbbulent flow conditionss
was
w
simulaated using computatiional fluidd
dynamics
d
(C
CFD) tools. Power-law model wass
used
u
to apprroximate thhe rheologiccal behaviorr
of
o viscous non-Newttonian liqu
uids. Threee
average
a
parrticle sizes of 10, 25 and 40 nm
m
and
a three particle conccentrations of 0.2, 0.55
and
a
1% (vv/v) were used. A correlatedd
equation
e
bassed on the ddimensionleess numberss
for
f Nusselt number
n
wass obtained.
2.
2 Mathemaatical modeeling
2-1.
2 Geometrry and grid

The
T geomettrical confiiguration iss shown inn
Fig.
F 1. A ciircular tubee with 2 m length andd
10
1 mm inteernal diameeter was ap
pplied. Thee
nanofluids
n
flow insiide the tu
ube underr
constant
c
waall temperatuure and turb
bulent flow
w
regime.
r
Thhe computtational do
omain wass
effectively
e
r
reduced
by exploiting symmetricc
boundary
b
allong the ceenterline of the tube..
For
F all casess investigateed in this sttudy, a non-structured
s
grrid was useed for simulation.Theree
are
a 10 meshhes in the rradial direction with a
size
s
ratio off 1.1 from tthe center to
t the wall..
There
T
are 20000 meshes in the axiall direction.

Figure 1. Computational
C
domain of pippe.
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2-2. Governing equations

In this study, the single phase model for
numerical investigation of two dimensional
symmetric
steady,
forced
turbulence
convection flow of nanofluid inside a
horizontal circular tube was used. Moreover,
nanofluids
were
assumed
to
be
incompressible
and
non-Newtonian.
Therefore, steady state conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy equations were as
follow [11]:
Continuity equation:
.

.

0

(1)

Momentum equation:
.

.

.

.

.

(2)

where, φ is the volume fraction of the solid
particles, ρ and Cp are density and specific
heat, respectively.
The nanofluids employed in this study were
an aqueous solution of Carboxymethylcellulose(CMC) and Al2O3, TiO2 and CuO
nanoparticles with average particle sizes of
25, 10 and 40 nm, respectively. The
rheological
properties
for
various
concentrations of non-Newtonian nano-fluids
were extracted from the literature [12].
The base fluid and all nanofluids showed
shear-thinning (Pseudoplastic) rheological
behavior [2]. For shear thinning (Pseudo
plastics) and shear thickening (Dilatant
materials) non-Newtonian fluids, the
apparent viscosity is generally expressed by
the power law non-Newtonian model [7] as:
(6)

Energy equation:
.

. .

.

.

(3)

where, ρnf, μnf, Cnf and knf are density,
viscosity, heat capacity and thermal
conductivity of nanofluid, respectively, is
the velocity vector, p is the pressure and T is
the nanofluid temperature.
2-3.
Thermophysical
properties of nanofluids

and

rheological

Density and the effective heat capacitance
were described by classical formulas
developed for conventional solid–liquid
mixtures. It was assumed that solid particles
are well dispersed within the base fluid:
1
1

94

where, η is non-Newtonian viscosity and is
shear rate. K and n are the consistency index
and the power law index, respectively. They
can be obtained at various temperatures and
solid particle concentrations from the
literature [12].
In the current research the dimensionless
numbers for non-Newtonian power-law
behavior of nanofluids were:
.

.

(7)

Prandtl number:
. .

⁄

(4)

Peclet number:

(5)

.

. .

(8)

(9)
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undary cond
ditions
2-4. Bou

At thee tube innlet, axial velocity and
temperaature
proofiles
weere
assum
med,
uniform
mly. Turbullent flow condition was
applied for liquid phase. Noo-slip bounndary
conditioon was alsoo applied att the walls. The
fluid veelocity at the wall bounndary was set
s at
zero. Att the tube ouutlet, flow field
f
is assuumed
to be fully devveloped. The
T
tube wall
temperaature was maintained at a consstant
temperaature. Flow
w and therm
mal fields were
w
assumedd symmetrrical with respect to the
axial plaane.
2-5. Num
merical method

In
thhis
reseearch,
tw
wo-dimensiional
computaational fluid dynamiccs (CFD) was
developped based on a singgle phase fluid
f
system. The nanoofluid (as a single phase
p
fluid) with
w quite diifferent phyysical propeerties
such ass density, thermal coonductivity and
viscositty was useed. The fluuid phase was
assumedd to be as a continuoous phase. The
numericcal solutioons for the
t
goverrning
equationns were obtained
o
ussing the finite
f
volume method. Thhe solver sppecifications for
the disccretization of the dom
main were the

first-order
f
upwind ffor momeentum andd
energy,
e
and SIMPLE aalgorithm fo
or pressure––
velocity
v
couupling. In aall cases, the residuall
terms for alll of the equuations werre less thann
10
1 -6.
In
I order to ensure thatt the calculaated resultss
are
a grid inndependent, three diffferent gridd
distributions
d
s were tested. Fig.2 shows thee
results.
r
Ass shown in this Figure,
F
thee
convective
c
heat transffer coefficieent did nott
remarkably
r
change foor the grid
d numberss
more
m
than100 2000.
3.
3 Results and
a discussiion
was carried
Numerical
N
s
simulation
d out usingg
th
he single phhase model and in a wiide range off
Peclet
P
num
mber (1990000<Pe< 360000),,
nanoparticle
n
e concentrattions (0.2, 0.5
0 and 1%
%
(V/V))
(
and particle ssizes (10, 25
2 and 400
nm).Overall
n
l heat trannsfer coeffficient andd
Nusselt
N
num
mber were calculated
d using thee
following
f
eqquations:
.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.

(10))
(11))

Figuree 2. Grids indeependency.
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where Tb1 and Tb2 arre inlet andd outlet fluiid
bulk tempeeratures, resspectively. LMTD
L
is thhe
logarithmicc mean tem
mperature diifference annd
are calculaated by:
(122)

/

Tw is wall temperaturre.
t evaluatee the accuuracy of thhe
In order to
numerical method, the initial sim
mulation waas
carried ouut on the puure water. The Nusseelt
number obbtained from
m the initiaal simulatioon
was compaared with thhe experimeental data [22].
The prediicted Nussselt numbeers obtaineed
from the Dittus–Boeelter equattion for thhe
f
(equattion (13)) [13]
[
were in
i
turbulent flow
good agreeement with the
t experim
mental data.
23
0.02

.

.

(133)

Fig. 3 shoows the resuults of the comparisonn.
As shownn in this Figure,
F
thee theoreticaal
results
obtained
from
t
the
initiaal
simulation(for pure water) weere in goood
agreement with the experimenttal ones [22].

Thee mean erroors betweenn the expeerimental
dataa [2] and thhe data callculated by Dittus–
Boeelter equattion [13] and the initial
simu
ulation ressults (for pure wateer) were
arou
und 9 and 6%, respectivvely.
Fig.. 4 represennts the convvective heatt transfer
coeffficient versus Peclet nnumber forr various
nano
oparticle tyypes and cconcentratio
ons. The
theo
oretical heaat transfer ccoefficients were in
good agreemennt with the experimen
ntal ones
v
nannoparticle concentratio
ons and
at various
Pecllet numberss for all of tthe nanoflu
uids. The
resu
ults clearlyy show that nanop
particles
addiition remaarkably inncreased th
he heat
tran
nsfer coeff
fficient. Thhe heat transfer
coeffficient inncreased w
with nano
oparticle
conccentration and
a Peclet number. The good
agreeement bettween simuulated resu
ults and
experimental data
d
confirm
med that th
he single
phase model could
c
satisfa
factorily preedict the
heatt transfer cooefficient ffor various types of
nano
ofluids (nannoparticles with diameeters less
than
n 100 nm as consideered in the current
reseearch).

F
Figure
3. Nussselt number of
o pure water versus
v
Reynollds number.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figu
ure 4 (a-c). Comparison off the simulation results and experimental
e
data [2].

Fig. 5 shows the ratio of convective
c
heat
transferr coefficientt for variouus nanofluidds to
the non-Newtoniann base fluidd (hnf/hbf) veersus
Peclet number.
n
It increased with
w
the Peeclet
numberr. Furtherm
more, the shear thinnning
fluids viscosity
v
deccreased witth the shearr rate
enhanceement [14]. Since the average
a
veloocity

and
a
conseqquently thee shear raate becamee
larger at higgher Peclet numbers, th
he apparentt
viscosity
v
off the non-N
Newtonian nanofluidss
reduced.
r
Itt caused the bound
dary layerr
th
hickness reeduction andd the heat trransfer ratee
in
ncrement [115].
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Figure 5. Ratioo of computedd heat transferr coefficient off nanofluids too the non-New
wtonian base
fluuid versus Pecclet number att various conccentrations of nanoparticle.
n

It can alsso be seenn that CuO
O and Al2O3
nanofluids in all of the nanoparticlle
concentratiions, had almost an
a identicaal
enhancemeent to the convective
c
heat transfeer
coefficientt while TiO2 nanofluidss had a slighht
heat transffer coefficieent augmenttation at higgh
concentratiions. This output is supported
s
b
by
literature [22].
Based on the simuulation resuults, a new
w
correlationn for the Nusselt
N
num
mber of nonnNewtoniann nanofluidds in a horrizontal tubbe
was develloped by fitting thee simulatioon
results to a correlationn equation:
1

(144)

where,
is the Metzner–Re
M
eid Reynoldds
number annd is definedd as [16]:
(155)
By fitting the simulattion resultss to equatioon
(14):
.
.
0.01
176
0.4366100 ReMR 1640049

98

1

81(16)

Fig.. 6 shows a comparrison betw
ween the
corrrelated heatt transfer cooefficient predicted
p
by equation
e
(116), the expperimental data [2]
and the resultss obtained from the literature
l
[17]] for heat trransfer of puurely viscou
us fluids
in th
he turbulentt region:
0
0.0152

.

/

(17)
Reynolds
R

is thhe Metzneer–Reid
num
mber[16].
As shown in these Figuures, the co
orrelated
heatt transfer coefficientts were in
i good
agreeement wiith the eexperimentaal data.
Furtthermore, itt is clear thhat the equaation for
heatt transfer of single phase an
nd nonNew
wtonian fluuids is noot able to predict
accu
urate results for the heeat transfer of nonNew
wtonian nannofluids.
Fig.. 7 shows the
t correlatted Nusselt number
dataa obtained from equaation (16) for the
nano
ofluids. Thee correlatedd data were in good
agreeement witth the sim
mulated on
nes. The
averrage and maximum
m
errrors were 4.4 and
8.9%
%, respectivvely.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figu
ure 6 (a-c). Coomparison bettween predicteed data and thhe experimentaal data of
connvective heat transfer coeffficient of nanoofluids.
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Fiigure 7. Compparison betweeen predicted data
d and simuulated results.

Fig. 8 illusstrates the heat
h
transfeer coefficiennt
obtained frrom equatioon (16), Ditttus-Boelterr's
equation [13], and Pak
P and Chho's equatioon
(equation (18))
(
[18].
0.02
21

.

.

Thee comparisson betweeen the co
orrelated
Nussselt numbeer obtained from equattion (16)
and the expeerimental data [2] showed
averrage and maximum
m
errors of 4%
4 and
11.7
7%, respectiively.

(188)

Figure 8. Nusselt numbber compariso
on for the nanoofluids.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, the convective heat transfer
coefficient in the turbulent flow regime under
constant wall temperature conditions for nonNewtonian nanofluids consisting of Al2O3,
CuO, and TiO2 suspensions in an aqueous
solution of CMC were simulated using CFD.
Simulated results showed that increasing in
the nanoparticle concentration and Peclet
number led to an enhancement in the heat
transfer coefficient of the nanofluids. There
was a good concurrence between the results
obtained from the simulation and the
experimental data in various ranges of Peclet
number for nanofluids. A good agreement
between the predicted results and
experimental data confirmed the accuracy of
the numerical prediction presented in this
research. The maximum error was less than
12%.
Nomenclature
A
Heat transfer area (m2)
C
Specific heat (kJ/kg.K)
D
Tube internal diameter (m)
dp
Particle diameter (m)
h
Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)
k
Thermal conductivity (W/m K)
K
Consistency index (Pa sn)
L
Tube length (m)
LMTD Logarithmic mean temperature
difference (K)
N
Power law index
Nu

Nusselt number:

P

Pressure (Pa)

Pr

Prandtl number:

Re

Reynolds number:

T
Tb1

Temperature (K)
Inlet bulk temperature of fluid (K)

. .
.

⁄
.

Tb2
Tw
u

Outlet bulk temperature of fluid (K)
Wall temperature (K)
Fluid average velocity (m/s)

Greek symbols

ρ

Thermal diffusivity
Particle volume concentration
Shear rate (1/s)
Density (kg/m3)

Subscripts

bf
nf
p
w

Base fluid
Nanofluid
Particle
Wall
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